
WHY I WANT TO BECOME A POLICE OFFICER

Benefits and pay in law enforcement tend to be good, there's a great deal of personal gratification involved, and the job
certainly isn't boring.

Every time you break up a fight, write a ticket, arrest a criminal or stop domestic violence there's a good
chance your actions will save someone's life that day, or down the road. And of course, you look for a
challenging work environment. No two days are ever same. The short answer is often "Yes! And you can live
and work anywhere. Warning Never speak in negative terms about former police chiefs or fellow officers. The
Academy was an effort to build stronger relationships between police officers and community members.
Wants to grow and improve themselves. Every speeding ticket you write, every fight you break up, and every
incident of domestic violence that you respond to might have evolved into a fatality if you hadn't intervened
and prevented it. It's a job that will make you proud No only do police get paid well, save lifes and have a
never ending variety of responsibilites, they're respected. There is something very noble about being in law
enforcement, and the tradition of family ties just seems to strengthen that. And millions of lives are changed
for the better by the compassion and dedication of police officers who are committed to helping the people
who need their help the most. Law enforcement allows motivated people to try their hand at a host of unique
and interesting skills and jobs. Police officers often encounter people who are down and out, addicted to drugs,
destitute, emotionally unstable, suicidal, violent and basically at the lowest point in their lives. Opportunity to
save lives Other than being a paramedic or firefighter, there aren't many careers that offer as many
opportunities to save someone's life as police officer. There's lots of talk about the rewards of police work , but
are careers in law enforcement really that great? A lot of the officers like working with animals. Some of the
officers studied criminal justice. I have a military background, and since my discharge, I decided police work
was the best way to continue that degree of service I found to be so valuable. Knowing about the precinct in
advance can help you better tailor your interview responses. Really think about them, and note down the
reasons why YOU want to become a police officer. To do so, you need to narrate instances where you have
been able to utilize those strengths. I really like your magazine and hope you publish my letter. I have actually
noticed a difference in the area I live, and I would like to be part of the police team that strives to improve the
community. Being a police officer allowed them to stay in a similar line of work without dealing with issues
inherent in military life. What does the police force represent to you, and what type of things come to mind
when you visualise a police officer? Ads By Google A new police officer gets grilled with a series of exams,
the toughest one of all being the interview. The law is important to them. Once you become a uniformed
police officer, you can work your way to becoming an investigator, sheriff or apply to various other law
enforcement positions at the state and local levels. Do not behave casually. Whatever altruistic means
prompted you to pursue this line of work, articulate them in your response. Remember, the post requires a
confident person who can stand up for causes and not budge. You'd be hard pressed to find a city, town,
county, or state that doesn't employ some type of law enforcement personnel. They have each other's backs as
well in a way that's not required in other professions, often in life-or-death moments. You know how to initiate
new ideas and to motivate people around you. So many wanted to serve their community. I also liked the
serious article about the car falling in the sinkhole.


